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Abstract

This paper is a presentation of item banks calibrated on

levels of difficulty that assist in test development. The item

bank topics discussed will be (a) purpose, (b) development

issues, (c) their advantages and disadvantages, (d) and

practical issues. This paper will cite examples of studies

where form linking and sample size have become issue.

Finally, an example of linking of forms will be presented

using a heuristic data set.
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Introduction

An item bank is a collection of test items, calibrated on

levels of difficulty that assists in test development. These

items are organized and catalogued "like books in a library"

for use (Testing the Questions, October 2001). Such a bank

will allow for retrieval of items for use as a test form that

will determine a student's ability in one content area. The

resulting score is a measurement of ability that can be placed

in relation to other students' abilities.

Ability is determined regardless of similarity of items

used across forms administered to students. This is possible

because Item Response Theory (IRT) is the basis for item

banks. Crocker & Algina (1986) say,

With item response theory the test developer assumes that

the responses to the items on a test can be accounted for

by latent traits that are fewer in number than the test

items. Indeed, most applications of the theory assume

that a single latent trait accounts for the responses to

items on a test. At the "heart" of the theory is a

mathematical model of how examinees at different ability

levels for the trait should respond to an item. (p. 339)

Under IRT, item banks are created to measure one ability,

called unidimensionality. This unideminsionality means that

all individuals are being measured on the same ability.
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Item difficulties must also be invariant. In IRT, items

are represented graphically by an item characteristic curve.

This curve should exhibit the same characteristics, that is

have the same parameter estimates, despite the characteristics

of any group of examinees to which that item was administered.

It is invariance that allows for the item difficulty to be

interpreted as level of ability measured among individuals.

For more information on the ICC and its parameter estimates,

see Crocker & Algina (1986), Embretson & Reise (2000) and

Hambleton (1983).

The bank itself is more than just a collection of items.

Whether on note cards or in a computer program, the items are

stored, indexed and retrieved for use. A good item bank is

well organized with items indexed (Roid, 1989) and will allow

for addition of items and for their editing and updating. It

will also produce diagnostics that will determine usefulness

and exposure of each item.

This paper is a presentation of item banks. The item

bank topics discussed will be (a) purpose, (b) development

issues, (c) their advantages and disadvantages, (d) and

practical issues. This paper will also cite examples of

studies where form linking and sample size have become issue.

Finally, an example of linking of forms when building an item

bank will be presented using a heuristic data set.
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Purpose

Item banks were originally developed for the purpose of

assisting school teachers and university instructors in

developing classroom tests (Item Banks, October 2001) . The

intent was to help teachers tailor tests to immediate

objectives. Doing so meant that each teacher would have a

pool of items from which to draw. This pool was intentionally

developed so that any subset of items (e.g., a test form)

would be properly calibrated with the core of items in such a

manner that determination of ability is possible. (Item

Banks, October 2001).

Suppose two instructors wish to test their students'

ability on a particular content area. Both have the option of

accessing the item bank. Each one creates a form from items

drawn from the item bank. Unless the instructors are working

together to develop their test forms, it is unlikely they will

each select the same items for determining their students'

abilities. Further, each instructor must determine whether or

not their students have reached the desired level of ability

in that content area. It would be desirable to have the items

set up in such a way that any group drawn from the item bank

would deliver a true measure of the students' abilities. For

this reason it is necessary that the forms are comparable,

that is, they are on the same scale. Note that comparability

would hold across time. This is relevant when an instructor
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wants to know how their current students' abilities compare to

the ability of prior students.

Computers

Developing an item bank has been greatly enhanced thanks

to computerization. Prior to the use of computers and

development of software programs, item banks were developed on

cards, kept in files and managed manually (Lord, 1962, Roid

1989).

Word processors have allowed for quicker and easier test

form development. They have increased efficiency of assembly

and printing of multiple forms (Roid, 1989). The advent of

personal computers has impacted development and maintenance of

item banks. Computers have increased the capacity to archive

and index large numbers of items as well as assisted in

indexing, updating, editing and retrieving items with greater

ease (Roid, 1989) . Additionally, they allow for designing

test forms based on specifications.

Computers also deliver test form and item diagnostics.

Diagnostics are especially important during test bank

development, building and testing. Computer programs, such as

SPSS (Version 10.0), Rascal (Assessment Systems Corporation,

1995) and Bilog (Mislev & Block), produce information on items

to test for item difficulty and reliability. Rascal and Bilog

also provide information to test for unidimensionality.

Unidimensionality is a necessary condition for use of IRT in
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item banks. This is the idea that the items on a form, and

thereby in the bank, are measuring one and only one ability.

This is key in measuring one's ability using interpretations

from item difficulty. Reliability, item difficulty and

unidimensionality must all be considered in IRT and thus when

developing an item bank.

Yet, simply measuring one's ability is insufficient. It

must be comparable to others whose abilities have been

measured using the same item bank. Wood & Skurnik, (1969)

say, "the strength of an item characteristic curve method of

item analysis is appropriate in item baking because it offers

a logical framework for describing precisely how an item

functions in relation to a global ability group". To

accomplish this, IRT is necessary so that an item

characteristic curve can be calculated. Discussion of ICC's

and IRT is beyond the scope of this paper. To see a detailed

explanation of this, see Crocker & ALgina (1986), Embretson &

Reise (2000) and Hambleton (1983).

Computers have also allowed for the development and use

of tests administered on computers themselves, specifically,

computer adaptive testing (CAT). No other area is more

dependent on rapid composition of test forms (Roid, 1989),

item indexing, editing, and retrieval, as well as the delivery

of the ability measurement using IRT and item diagnostics.

For more information on CAT, see Mills and Stocking (1996).
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It is important to note that since computers have begun

to be used in test development using item banks, the Rasch

model (IRT) has not been changed since its introduction (Wood

& Skurnik, 1969) . This model for test development and item

calibration, then, is integral in item banks and testing

situations that utilize these banks.

Item Bank Development

Prior to computerization there were several issues to

address when developing an item bank. First, the items in an

item bank must serve a purpose; they must measure some

"fragment of learning" (Wood & Skurnik, 1969) . To accomplish

this first the interested parties would prepare a blueprint of

the objectives across a given content area. Then only items

developed or incorporated form other sources that measure the

content area are entered into the item bank. these should

range in difficulty level and in sufficient numbers to reflect

the blueprint.

Secondly, the items must be organized. Each item must be

stored and catalogued. They must also be determined to be

representative of the broad range of difficulty levels to

which the test will be administered. This will be assessed

during the third step, the pretest. At that point, should the

desired ability level not be achieved,.the item can be edited,

its level of difficulty adjusted, and then retested. In many

cases, the item may be removed for not fitting into the
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blueprint, not contributing to reliability, or simply being a

badly written item. Item banks only work if each item has a

proper estimate of difficulty (Lord, 1962).

Further, it is desirable to have more items than needed.

One recommendation is there be at least three times as many

items as needed. This is necessary due to "wastage" (Wood &

Skurnik, 1969) during the pretest.

Third, when developing an item bank the items must be

calibrated. The items are placed on different forms and

administered to a sample population. Item analyses are

performed to determine item difficulty, form reliability, and

unidimensionality. Once these are satisfactory, the item is

entered into the item bank as part of the form it was on.

This form is calibrated among common items with other forms.

In one case, Lord (1962), calibrated items by separating

them into distinct test forms and then testing individuals

representing the general population. The problem with this

method was none of the items were on more than one form so the

forms could not be linked. The result was that none of the

items were calibrated with items not already on their form.

This meant comparability became an issue; there is no

correlation drawn between items from the different subtests.

Comparability, then, was subjective and left the judgment of

the instructors.
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Also, in the case above, there were too few individuals

tested on each form. The level of difficulty for each item,

then, was to easily influenced by characteristics of each

group tested. This violated the assumption of invariance of

items which is important in IRT.

Ideally, during a pretest each item should be maximized

for use (Lord 1962), that is, it should appear on as many

forms as possible without the pretest process becoming

unnecessarily unmanageable. Each item should be tested for

unidimensionality. This can be accomplished through the use

of computer softwares mentioned above. Items not faring well

during pretest can be further examined. They may be changed

or "fixed" so that they achieve unidimensionality or they may

be removed altogether.

Good item bank development includes the inclusion of each

item on different forms which are tested on different groups.

This will assist in ensuring item invariance. Comparability

will be achieved as each item appears on different forms thus

allowing for their item difficulties to be calibrated across

forms. Nunnaly (1968) recommends at least ten individuals be

used to test each item and in no case should less than five

individuals per item be used. Also, the range of difficulty

of items on each pretest form should vary. Any student

getting all answers correct or all answers incorrect will be

removed from the item analysis since they contribute no
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information. A good practice is to use smarter people to

calibrate the more difficult items and less smart people to

calibrate the easier items (Wood, 1969, appendix 2) . In any

event, try to ensure that each individual contributes to the

pretest by getting at least one right and one wrong. The

calculation of item statistics will remove any observation

that does not contribute information.

Calibration across forms is done through form linking.

When linking is performed, any subset of items used for a test

form will produce a measurement of ability for each student

such that it can be compared to others who have been tested

from this item bank. An illustration maximizing item use

during a pretest and an example of test linking will be

presented later.

The three issues addressed above were important during

test development prior to computerization. Currently,

however, there are several options that help simplify the

development and management of item banks. Computer programs

that manage item banks and item banks themselves are available

for purchase. One has the option of (a) purchasing both the

bank and the software to manage it, (b) purchasing the bank

but not the software to manage it, or (c) purchase just the

software to manage an item bank. Option (b) would require a

skilled programmer to develop the software to manage the item

bank. Option (c) would require development or import of

12
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existing items.

When considering a purchase as in option (a) there are

additional considerations. Where items are already developed

it must be ascertained that they measure the contents and

weights as according to the blueprint (Ward & Murray, 1994),

as developed during the first step of item bank development.

Some items may be flawed or they may all be of a limited type,

say all multiple choice (Ward & Murray, 1994) . Further,

editing, importation and replacing may be difficult. Other

important considerations are flexibility of item types,

required computer programming ability, local tailoring and

form development. In any event, when considering these

purchasing options keep in mind that extensive programming is

beyond the skill of most test developers. It is then always

appropriate for each researcher to calibrate item statistics

specific to their own sample (Vacha-Haase, Kogan & Thompson,

2000)

Advantages and Disadvantages

Presently, item banks have many advantages in test

development. Some of them, as mentioned previously, are local

control of test development, allow for tailoring of specific

objectives, and allow for editing and updating of items.

These items are strictly tied together using IRT which means a

student's measured ability is on the same scale as any other

student who has been tested using the same item bank. Other

13
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advantages are flexibility, minimization of item exposure,

time and energy savings.

Flexibility of item banks allow for the test to be

created as a short or long form and still provide a

statistically valid measure if the ability of the student.

Minimization of item exposure means large numbers of items

used in short forms can allow for repeated use without

overexposure of an item. Any subset of items will provide the

same ability measurement without the need for using the same

items over and over.

Time savings are accomplished once the item bank is

established. This is true of energy savings. Be aware,

however, that a considerable amount of both is needed during

the development and testing of an item bank. Once the item

bank has been established, the time and energy needed to

maintain the bank is minimal. It is a good idea to make this

an ongoing process. Items and forms should be reviewed

regularly for exposure and reliability.

Some of the disadvantages are cost, time and energy

expended up front during development. Depending on the option

taken when purchasing item banks, a required level of skill at

software programming may also contribute to costs, time and

energy expenses. Some item banks limit the number of items

that can be stored. Others banks may limit the type of items

that it contains. Some item banks are not maintained thus

14
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their items become overexposed. In this case, the bank has

been in service too long. An item bank must be kept as a

"living" bank with continual editing, updating and refining

(Ward & Murray, 1994).

Software that is used for developing an item bank but

does not have stored items will require linking of existing

forms or items that have been entered into the bank.

Therefore, a trained measurement expert would have to be

consulted to evaluate item and form statistical issues,

including reliability and calibration.

Aside from statistical issues, good item writing is

necessary when developing an item bank. Remember, an item

bank is only as good as the material put into it. A study by

Hansen & Dexter (1997) found there were significant violations

of good item writing practices in developed item banks.

Linking of Forms

Simply put, linking is calibration of items achieved by

having items common to existing forms. Linking of forms is a

necessary step when building an item bank from individual

items, from existing forms, from a combination of existing

items and existing forms or when adding items or forms to an

existing item bank. It is linking that allows for placing

items and different forms on the same scale of measurement.

When forms exist and are to be linked to each other, it

is necessary that there be items common to both forms during a
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pretest. If no items exist, simply add some from each form to

the other form. In the case that items are being added to an

item bank, first create a form using the new items and

existing items in the bank. Figure 1 is an example diagram of

four existing forms being linked through common items. In

this example, each of the existing forms measure a different

range of ability from low ability (easiest) to high ability

(hardest). The linking forms are composed of items taken from

the two forms being linked.

Insert Figure 1 About Here

The next step is to pretest this form to get statistics

on reliability and item difficulty as well as to assess

unidimensionality. Once these have been deemed satisfactory,

the item difficulties are then calibrated to the item bank by

the common items. These common items provide the link to the

item bank which will place the new items on the same scale as

the existing items. Once in place, the newly added items now

reflect a measure of ability.

As stated before, maximizing item use during pretest is

important. Figure 2 depicts items and sample groupings that

represent the maximization of item use. Notice that each form

has five items. Items 2 through 5 from form A appear on form

B along with item 6. Likewise, items 3 through 6 appear on

16
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form C along with item 7. This is repeated for all items.

the last four items would be on a form with item 1. The last

three items would be on a form with items 1 and 2. In this

manner, each item will appear on five different forms.

Insert Figure 2 About Here

Suppose your recommended sample size is 10 students for

each form item. Then, for the example depicted in Figure 2,

each item is tested on 50 individuals rather than on the 10

that take any one form. Pretest item difficulties are

estimating the true item difficulty. Therefore, the larger

the sample the better the item difficulty estimate. Using a

linking item across forms provides many more observations.

Another example of maximizing item use on subjects is a

study (Wood & Skurnik, 1969) where 2,000 subjects were being

tested over 500 items. In this example, the number of items

is too volumnous to follow the example above. It was decided

that each individual would be tested on 30 items. This means

there would be

2,000 persons x 30 items = 60,000

item responses. Allowing for an even distribution of each of

the items, then there are a possible

60,600 responses/500 items = 120 responses/item.

That is there were 120 persons tested on each item. Given

17
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that there were only 30 questions per form, then each item

should appear on

120 responses / 30 items per form = 4 forms.

So rather than settle for the 30 responses per item, this

study maximized item use and generated 120 responses per item

by placing each item on four different forms.

Finally, consider each item in the above example a test

form rather than individual items. This maximization of item

use across forms represents a balanced incomplete block design

using test forms as units. Statistically, that is sound and

almost as good as a balanced complete block design. A

balanced complete block design would mean giving every item to

every individual during testing. That could prove

logistically difficult and daunting. Given this fact,

balanced incomplete block designs are more than adequate.

A heuristic data set was developed to provide an example

of form linking. The data set contains 30 items and 720

observations, or responses to each item. Item 1 through 18

were on form A and items 13 through 30 were on form B. There

were 6 items linking the two forms, items 13 through 18.

Figure 3 is a diagram of this form linking.

Item difficulties are calculated for each of the two

forms and a linking is performed. The first step is to place

the item difficulties for the linking items side by side (DA

and DB for forms A and B, respectively) and calculate their

18
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item differences, D (Table 1) . Calculating the mean of their

differences yields -0.47. This amount will be used to adjust

the item difficulties of form B as an estimate of their item

difficulties in relation to form A.

Insert Table 1 About Here

Table 2 shows the calculations that are made to center

and scale the item difficulties so that they are calibrated

between forms. Columns DA and DB contain item difficulties for

all items on their respective forms. After centering, the mean

of the item difficulties for each form is 0.00. The third

column DB D is the centering of the scores in form B to the

center of form A. Notice the mean for form B is now -.047.

This is because the mean of the differences was added to each

item difficulty in form B.

Insert Table 2 About Here

The third step is to use the information we have on the

item difficulties for the linking items to make a better

estimate of their item difficulty. Column (DA+ (DB+DA))/2 is

the average of the linking items' difficulties from form A and

the re-centered item difficulties from form B. We now carry

over the item difficulty estimates into column De, referred to

19
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as the common item difficulty. For items 1 through 12 we

simply carry over the item difficulties from column DA to

column D. For items 19 through 30 we carry over the re-

centered item difficulties, DB+ D, to column D. For the

averaged estimate of the linking items, carry column (DA+

DB+DA)/2 over to column D.

Notice now that the mean item difficulty for Dc is -0.16.

Once again we re-center the mean to 0.00. To do this we

subtract the mean Dc from each item difficulty in column DC.

Here, Dc.-Mean D. = Dc.-0.16. Now the two forms are

calibrated and have mean item difficulty of 0.

Verifying that this method properly calibrates the items

from the two forms, the item difficulties calculated during

the forms linking are placed in ascending order alongside the

item difficulties from the entire 720 observations (Table 3.).

All items align in the same order and very nearly the same

item difficulty except for items 25, 8 and 26. Each of these

items had item difficulties calculated during the linking

slightly different from those calculated when all observations

are included.

Insert Table 3 About Here

This reflects the heuristic data. This data was created

using a much smaller data set of about 300 responses where the

20
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lower 60 responses were copied to give a total of 360

responses. Then the lower 120, which is the last 60

observations used twice, were copied an additional three times

to add 360 responses for a total of 720. this means the

responses for Form A represented 300 different individuals

with 60 of them being repeated. The responses for Form B

represent only 60 individuals, each being repeated 6 times.

This is reflected in the differences between the calibrated

item difficulties and the total data set item difficulties.

A better developed heuristic data set would have provided

closer estimates for item 26, 1.59 versus 1.25 from entire

set, and for item 8, 1.07 versus 1.16. Even so, the estimates

for item difficulties were close because there were at least

20 observations per response. This twice the number of

observations recommended by Nunnaly (1968). Therefore, the

observation reuse performed in creating Form B still allowed

for the item difficulty estimates to be very close to those

calculated using the entire data set.

Summary

The calculations involved in linking forms are simple and

straightforward. But when there are hundreds of items across

a multitude of forms that were administered on thousands of

examinees, linking forms will be a massive undertaking. It is

beneficial therefore to take advantage of existing item bank

softwares to develop an item bank.
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As discussed here, there are many issues to address when

developing an item bank. The most common issues are content

validity, reliability, concerns of software purchases and

programming, classification and analysis of items, maintenance

and upkeep, as well as good item writing practices.

Throughout the process, it is important to remember that item

response theory remains integral to the ability to interpret

ability measurements for forms generated from the item bank.

Currently, thanks to the increased use of computers in

testing there are other item bank capabilities being

addressed. One is the ability to create forms using

algorithms that respond to requirements entered. Another is

the ability to import and export graphs and to have

performance and audio-visual item capabilities. For a

discussion of these see Ward & Murray (1994).
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Item difficulties of six linking
items on two pretest forms.

Item DA DB D = DA DB

13 -0.39 -0.54 -0.39

14 -0.70 -0.27 -0.43

15 -0.01 -0.55 -0.57

16 -0.83 1.66 -0.83

17 -1.48 -1.18 -0.30

18 -1.48 -1.18 -0.30

Mean -0.47

Std Dev 0.21
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Table 2.

Linking of two forms, each with eighteen items and having
six items in common.

Item DA DB DB D (DA+De+D) /2 Do Do-Mean Do

1 0.19 0.19 0.32

2 1.41 1.41 1.57

3 2.08 2.08 2.23

4 -1.82 -1.82 -1.66

5 0.16 0.16 0.32

6 0.25 0.25 0.41

7 1.24 1.24 1.40

8 0.91 0.91 1.07

9 1.16 1.16 1.31

10 1.16 1.19 1.31

11 -1.32 -1.32 -1.17

12 -1.64 -1.64 -1.48

13 -0.93 -0.54 -1.01 -0.97 -0.97 -0.81

14 -0.70 -0.27 -0.74 -0.72 -0.72 -0.56

15 -0.01 0.55 0.09 0.04 0.04 0.19

16 0.83 1.66 1.19 1.01 1.01 1.17

17 -1.48 -1.18 -1.65 -1.56 -1.56 -1.41

18 -1.48 -1.18 -1.65 -1.56 -1.56 -1.41

19 -0.14 -0.61 -0.61 -0.46
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Table 2. (Continued)

Linking of two forms, each with eighteen items and having six
items in common.

Item DA D8 DB D (DA+DB+D) / 2 Dc Do-Mean Dc

20 1.32 0.85 0.85 1.01

21 -0.69 -1.15 -1.15 -1.00

22 -1.00 -1.47 -1.47 -1.32

23 -0.54 -1.01 -1.01 -0.85

24 -0.02 -0.49 -0.49 -0.33

25 0.77 0.30 0.30 0.46

26 1.91 1.44 1.44 1.59

27 -0.84 -1.31 -1.31 -1.15

28 -0.84 -1.31 -1.31 -1.15

29 -0.40 -0.87 -0.87 -0.72

30 1.43 0.96 0.96 1.12

Mean 0.00 0.00 -0.47 -0.63 -0.16 0.00

Std Dev 1.27 1.02 1.02 1.00 1.18 1.18

31



Table 3.

Comparison of item difficulties.
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Common Link Entire Data Set
Item Difficulty Item Difficulty

4 -1.66 4 -1.75

12 -1.48 12 -1.56

18 -1.41 18 -1.39

17 -1.41 17 -1.39

22 -1.32 11 -1.23

11 -1.17 22 -1.23

28 -1.15 28 -1.08

27 -1.15 27 -1.08

21 -1.00 21 -0.94

23 -0.85 13 -0.81

13 -0.81 23 -0.81

29 -0.72 29 -0.69

14 -0.56 14 -0.57

19 -0.46 19 -0.45

24 -0.33 24 -0.34

15 0.19 15 0.16

1 0.32 25 0.35

5 0.32 1 0.35

6 0.41 5 0.35

25 0.46 6 0.44

3 2



Table 3. (Continued)
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Comparison of item difficulties.

Common Link Entire Data Set
Item Difficulty Item Difficulty

20 1.01 20 0.80

8 1.07 30 0.89

30 1.12 16 1.07

16 1.17 8 1.16

9 1.31 26 1.25

10 1.31 9 1.43

7 1.40 10 1.43

2 1.57 7 1.52

26 1.59 2 1.70

3 2.23 3 2.42

3 3
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